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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
In recent years, with the development of multi-media technology and computer net-
work technology, the technologies of digital video storage and transmission have
made signicant developments. Abundant videos make people more and more fre-
quently use them. To facilitate the users to quickly nd the interesting video clips,
we need ecient methods to manage database of video. In recent years, driven
by the requirement, the techniques of content-based video analysis and retrieval
have got remarkable development, and become a hotspot in eld of information. A
exible and scalable way to manage the sports video is demanded; for instance, au-
tomatic and real time sports video summarization. Obviously, the main gap between
low-level media features and high-level concepts needs to be bridged.
Soccer games have a wide raging audience, therefore, the analysis and retrieval of
soccer video are important branches of content-based video analysis and retrieval.
In this thesis, we present new algorithms for soccer video structure analysis. By
our structure, we are primarily concerned with a temporal sequence of the high-
level concepts, namely two kinds of events: replay scene and goal area scene. In
the middle-level layer, six kinds of meaningful content shots are classied. In the
low-level layer, some eective features are arranged. Given a video in a specic
domain, we aim to extract the low-level features and interpret the input video in
terms of high-level concepts. Our nal goal is to extract and present the meaningful
information for viewers.
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1.2 Organization of the Thesis
The organization of this thesis is as the following.
Chapter 2 describes the structure of soccer video and video coding concept. The
structure layer of soccer video is described, including the scene layer, the shot layer
and the frame layer. The video coding concepts including (1) Prediction from the
Previous Video Frame (2) Block-based motion estimation and compensation; and
(3) The special transmission sequence in MPEG, called GOP.
Chapter 3 reviews the reference work of highlight scene detection by using
Bayesian network for highlight scene analysis in soccer video. And the dierences
between our system with the reference work will be compared.
Chapter 4 introduces some basic concepts of Bayesian network.
Chapter 5 reviews the existing shot change detection method by using MPEG-2
codec information directly, and describes some main features extraction for shot
classication and BN building.
Chapter 6 presents the proposed system by using Bayesian Network (BN) to
detect the highlight scene of high-denition MPEG-2 soccer video. It describes two
components of our system; the training stage and testing stage.
Chapter 7 describes the proposed system for highlight scene analysis. The imple-
mentation results are also presented. The pre-experiment of shot change detection
and experiment of scene detection will be described.
Chapter 8 summarizes the results in this thesis and discusses directions for future
works.
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Chapter 2
Layer Structure of Soccer Video
and Video Coding Concept
2.1 Layer structure of soccer video
Usually, video programs need some kinds of ways to be provided for the users, such
as: a television broadcast wave, CATV and other networks. These video programs
are made by some editing process to join the plurality of images together taken by
the camera. Therefore, the video program is consist of a series of the structured
image contents.
In soccer video, we can dene three kinds of layer structures: Scene Layer, Shot
Layer and Frame Layer. The layer structure of soccer video is shown in Fig 2.1. A
scene a period which the video holds the same semantic meanings, such as goal scene.
A shot depicts a period that the camera is shooting in a consecutive interval time. A
cut point describes a point at which the image content is completely changed from
one shot to another shot.
A video captured by the camera is made up from a plurality of images. Each
image is called frame or picture. The standard frame rate for motion pictures is 24
frames per second and, for television, 29.97 frames per second.
Usually, the video program is composed of a plurality of scenes, each scene is
composed of a plurality of shots, and each shot is taking a hierarchical structure
including some frames.
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Scene 1 Scene 2 .............
Shot 1 Shot 2
Cut point
Shot..
Figure 2.1: Construction layer of soccer game
2.2 MPEG Parameter
Soccer video program is broadcasted either in terrestrial digital signal or in BS
digital signal, encoded by the MPEG-2 coding scheme in advance.
Our research is based on MPEG-2 soccer video analysis. For building the
Bayesian Network, the shot change detection, shot classication and some features
extraction are using various MPEG parameters. Here we will explain some param-
eters of MPEG-2 briey.
2.2.1 Prediction from the Previous Video Frame
The bidirectional temporal prediction is the key feature of MPEG-2 video. Pictures
coded with Bidirectional prediction uses two reference pictures; one in the past and
one in the future. A Target Macroblock in bidirectionally coded pictures can be
predicted by a prediction macroblock from the past reference picture (Forward Pre-
diction), or one from the future Reference picture (Backward Prediction), or by an
average of two prediction macroblocks, or one from each reference picture (Interpo-
lation). The motion-compensated interpolation for a macroblock in a bidirectionally
predicted picture is illustrated in Fig 2.2.
Pictures coded by means of bidirectional prediction are called B-pictures. Pic-
tures that are bidirectionally predicted are never themselves used as reference pic-
tures, that is, reference pictures for B-pictures must be either P-pictures or I-
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pictures. Similarly, reference pictures for P-pictures must also be either P-pictures or
I-pictures. In a video stream, three kinds of coding are dened in MPEG-2 encoder
for temporal pictures prediction as follows:
Forward predictive coding: Taking the past pictures as reference
Backward predictive coding: Taking the future pictures as reference
Bi-direction predictive coding: Taking the past and future pictures as reference
Macro block to be 
coded
Forward 
Motion Vector
Backward 
Motion Vector
Previous reference 
picture
Current picture
Future reference 
picture
Best Match
Best Match
Figure 2.2: Motion-Compensated Interpolation using Bidirectional prediction
2.2.2 Block-based Motion Estimation and Compensation
A practical and widely-used method of motion compensation is to compensate for
movement of rectangular sections or `blocks' of the current frame. The following
procedure is carried out for each block of M N samples in the current frame:
1. Search an area in the reference frame (past of future frame) to nd a `matching'
M  N -samples region. This is carried out by comparing the M  N block in the
current frame with some of all of the possible M  N regions in the search area
(usually a region in the current block position) and nding the region that gives the
`best' match. This process of nding the best match is known as motion estimation
(see Fig 2.2).
2. The chosen candidate region becomes the predictor for the current M  N
block and is subtracted from the current block to form a residual M  N block
(motion compensation).
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3. The residual block is encoded and transmitted and the oset between the
current block and the position of the candidate region (motion vector) is also trans-
mitted.
Motion Estimation: Motion estimation of a macroblock involves nding a re-
gion in a reference frame that closely matches the current macroblock. The reference
frame is a previously encoded frame from the sequence and may be before or after
the current frame in display order.
Motion Compensation: The selected `best' matching region in the reference
frame is subtracted from the current macroblock to produce a residual macroblock
(luminance and chrominance) that is encoded and transmitted together with a mo-
tion vector describing the position of the best matching region (relative to the current
macroblock position).
2.2.3 Group of Pictures (GOP)
In MPEG, a sequence of transmitted video pictures is typically divided into a series
of GOPs, where each GOP begins with an Intra-coded picture (I-picture) followed
by an arrangement of Forward Predictive-coded pictures (P-pictures) and Bidirec-
tionally Predicted pictures (B-pictures). We apply standard GOP structure to this
research. One GOP consists of I frame, four P frames, and ten B frames. The order
of these frames is : I B B P B B P B B P B B P B B. Fig 2.3. shows an example
of MPEG GOPs.
GOP Structure  lenght =15 frames
Figure 2.3: GOP Structure
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Chapter 3
Related Work and Proposed
Semantic Analysis System
Sports videos have been broadcasted to large audiences for their daily life enter-
tainment. A exible and scalable way to manage the sports video is demanded; for
instance, automatic and real time sports video summarization. Obviously, the main
gap between low-level media features and high-level concepts needs to be bridged.
There exist a number of related works in this research area. Related works
mainly lie in sports video analysis including soccer and various other games, and
general video segmentation. For soccer videos, prior works have focused on shot
classication [5], video reconstruction [7] and rule-based semantic classication [9].
Some other methods are based on Bayesian networks (BNs).Work [10] have been
also applied to semantic analysis. In [10] Sun et al. used BNs for scoring event
detection in soccer videos based on six dierent low-level features including gate,
face, audio, texture, caption and text. Shih et al. [11] developed so-called multi-
level semantic network (MSN) to interpret the highlights in baseball game video.
Another highlight detection method [12] exploits visual cues estimated from video
streams, the currently framed play-eld zone, player's positions, and the colors of
players'uniforms. Low-level features are used for semantic analysis to identify high-
lights , i.e., object, color and texture features are employed to represent highlights.
Xuet al. [13] proposed an eective algorithm for soccer videos, which detects the
plays and breaks in soccer games by motion and color features.
Unfortunately, previous scene analysis system [4] cannot meet the need of real-
time processing for HD video since most of their feature extraction approaches are
based on complex image processing. In this research, we present a new algorithm
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for soccer video structure analysis. We are primarily concerned with a temporal
sequence of the high-level concepts, namely two kinds of events: replay scene and
goal area scene. In the middle-level layer, seven kinds of meaningful content shots
are classied. In the low-level layer, some eective features are arranged. Given
a video in specic domain, we aim to extract the low-level features from the input
video and interpret them in terms of high-level concepts. Our nal goal is to provide
the meaningful information to viewers. The main dierences between our system
with the existing system are shown in Fig 3.1. Some key points are as follows:
Our BN model of Goal area scene BN model of goal scene in reference work 
Figure 3.1: A comparison of our BNs and BNs from reference work [4]
 Hidden-node component (Shot vs. Frame)
The hidden-node components in the existing system [4] is based on the results
of frame unit analysis. Considering that it is hard to dene the precise bound-
ary in each kind of highlight scene, the shot based scene analysis is utilized in
our system. Besides, the shot change detection in our system is carried out by
using the parameters embedded in MPEG2 directly, and the high speed shot
change detection contributes to the high speed scene analysis with BN.
 Evidence-node component (MPEG domain vs. Pixel domain)
The evidence-node component in the reference work [4] are some image fea-
tures. These features are almost based on pixel domain image processing.
Due to the complex image process of features extraction, their systems are
limited to low-denition video games as a direct consequence of slow com-
puting speed. The evidences extraction in our work is using the parameters
embedded in MPEG-2 codec directly which reduce the computing time greatly,
and can be used in hi-denition video analysis.
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 Method for building links between hidden nodes and evidence nodes.
Since each kind of the scene types is related with a certain kind of shot patterns,
the edgs between hidden nodes and evidence nodes in our BN model assigned
by ad-hoc.
Bayesian Network 
Classifiers
Features 
detection
Test videos
Directed Acyclic 
Graph
Priori Probabilities of 
each node
Training
Features 
extraction
Shot 
classification
Scene 
definition
Shot change detection
Sample videos
Highlight scene detection
Figure 3.2: System Flowchart
As shown in Fig 3.2, our system consists of two components; the training stage
and the testing stage. In the training stage, to aim at video structure analysis, the
shot change detection was carried out, and then seven kinds of shots are classied by
extracting some features embedded in MPEG video codec. At the same time, three
kinds of scenes are dened: replay scene and goal area scene. Our method exposes
hierarchical structure of soccer videos, and soccer video was abstracted into three
levels, from high-level to low-level: the Scene layer, the Shot layer and the Evidence
layer. Main gaps between low-level features and high-level concepts are bridged by
BNs.
Based on the posteriori probabilities of all the concepts, given that some evi-
dences detected out, a particular highlight scene can be estimated. Given a video
in MPEG-2 domain, we aim to extract the low-level features and interpret the in-
put video in terms of high-level concept. This approach is dierent from existing
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works, most of the works focus on the feature detection in pixel domain by purely
image processing method and result in inaccurate boundary of detected scenes. The
advantages of applying MPEG-2 codec data to event detection are as follows;
(1) The amount of computing time for extracting and managing necessary in-
formation from MPEG codec directly is signicantly less than that for extracting
features from each frame, and thus, our scheme makes it possible to analyze high-
denition (1440? 1080 resolution) soccer video in real-time.
(2) A certain shot classication is carried out after accurate shot change detec-
tion, which is powerful for the semantic analysis of highlight scene.
12
Chapter 4
Bayesian Network
4.1 Introduction
Bayesian networks are powerful tools for modeling causes and eects in a wide
variety of domains. They are compact networks of probabilities that capture the
probabilistic relationship between variables, as well as historical information about
their relationships.
Bayesian networks are very eective for modeling situations where some infor-
mation is already known and incoming data is uncertain or partially unavailable.
These networks also oer consistent semantics for representing causes and eects
(and likelihoods) via an intuitive graphical representation. Because of all of these
capabilities, Bayesian networks are being increasingly used in a wide variety of do-
mains where automated reasoning is needed.
In simpler terms, a Bayesian network is a model. It can be a model of anything:
the weather, a disease and its symptoms, a military battalion, even a garbage dis-
posal. Bayesian networks are especially useful when the information about the past
and/or the current situation is vague, incomplete, conicting, and uncertain.
Because Bayesian networks oer consistent semantics for representing uncer-
tainty and an intuitive graphical representation of the interactions between various
causes and eects, they are a very eective method of modeling uncertain situations
that depend on causes and eects.
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4.2 Denition
A Bayesian network (BN) is a graphical structure that allows us to represent and
reason about an uncertain domain. The nodes in a Bayesian network represent a set
of random variables, X = X1,..Xi,...Xn, each of which takes a value in the domain
with a probability. Directed arcs in the BN connect pairs of nodes, Xi? Xj, repre-
senting the direct dependencies between variables. Assuming that random variables
are discrete, the strength of the relationship between variables is quantied by con-
ditional probability distributions associated with each node. The only constraint for
BNs is that there must not be any directed cycles. Such networks are called directed
acyclic graphs.
For all the following, let G = (V;E) be a directed acyclic graph (or DAG), and
let X = (Xv)v2V be a set of random variables indexed by V .
X is a Bayesian network with respect to G if its joint probability density function
(with respect to a product measure) can be written as a product of the individual
density functions, conditional on their parent variables, where pa(v) is the set of
parents of v.
p(x) =
Y
2V
p(x jxpa(v))
For any set of random variables, the probability of any member of a joint distri-
bution can be calculated from conditional probabilities using the chain rule as:
P (X1 = x1; :::; Xn = xn) =
nY
=1
P (X = x jX+1 = x+1; :::; Xn = xn)
4.3 Structure of a Bayesian network
Graphically, Bayesian networks are models in which each variable is represented by
a node, and causal relationships are denoted by an arrow, called directed arcs.
Nodes: A node represents a variable in the situation being modeled. A node is
often represented graphically by a labeled oval. A simple example in Fig 4.1 shows
two nodes, `Precipitation' and `Road Conditions'.
Edges: An edge represents a causal relationship between two nodes. It is repre-
sented graphically by an arrow between nodes; the direction of the arrow indicates
the direction of causality. The intuitive meaning of an edge drawn from node X
to node Y is that node X has a direct inuence on node Y. For example, in Fig
14
Preciptaion
Preciptaion
Figure 4.1: Two nodes and an edge in a very simple Bayesian belief network
4.2, the edge shows that the `Precipitation' directly inuences `Road Conditions'.
How much one node inuences another is dened by the conditional probability
tables associated with the nodes. Edges also determine some qualifying terms for
nodes. When two nodes are joined by an edge, the causal node is called the parent
of the other node. In this example, `Precipitation' is a parent of `Road Conditions',
and `Road Conditions' is a child of `Precipitation'. Child nodes are conditionally
dependent upon their parent nodes.
Preciptaion
Preciptaion
Figure 4.2: An edge indicates causality and conditional dependence parent node
States: The values taken on by a variable (represented by a node) are referred to
as states. For example, the important states of `Precipitation' are `None' , `Light' ,
and `Heavy' . We know that precipitation causes a road to be passable or impassible.
Those become the states of `Road Conditions' , as shown in Fig 4.3.
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Preciptaion
Preciptaion
States
None
Light
Heavy
States
Impassabl
ePassable
Figure 4.3: States are values that can be taken on by a node
4.4 Conditional probabilities
Once the topology of the BN is specied, the next step is to quantify the relation-
ships between connected nodes. This is done by specifying a conditional probability
distribution for each node. As we are only considering discrete variables at this
stage, this takes the form of a conditional probability table (CPT).
First, for each node, we need to look at all the possible combinations of values
of those parent nodes. Such a combination is called an instantiation of the parent
set. For each distinct instantiation of parent node values, we need to specify the
probability that the child will take each of its values.
For example, consider the Cancer node of Fig 4.4. We will begin with the
restricted set of nodes and values shown in Table 4.1. Its parents are Pollution and
Smoking and take the possible joint values [ H, T ], [ H, F ], [ L, T ], [ L, F ].
The conditional probability table species in order the probabilities of cancer for
each of these cases to be: [ 0.05, 0.02, 0.03, 0.001 ]. Since these are probabilities,
and must sum to one over all possible states of the Cancer variable, the probability
of no cancer is given as one minus the above probabilities in each case; i.e., the
probabilites of no cancer in the four possible parent instantiations are [ 0.95, 0.98,
0.97, 0.999 ].
Clearly, if a node has many parents or if the parents can take a large number of
values, the CPT can get very large. The size of the CPT is, in fact, exponential in to
number of parents. Thus, for Bayesian networks a variable with n parents requires
a CPT with 2n+1 probabilities.
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P(S=T)
0.30
P    S P(C=T|P,S)
H   T 0.05
H   F 0.02
L   T 0.03
L   F 0.001
C P(D=T|C)
T 0.65
F 0.03
C P(X=pos|C)
T 0.90
F 0.20
Figure 4.4: A BN for the lung cancer problem
Table 4.1: Choices of nodes and values for lung cancer example
Node name Type Values
Pollution Binary flow,highg
Smoker Boolean fT,Fg
Cancer Boolean fT,Fg
Dyspnoea Boolean fT,Fg
X-ray Binary fpos,negg
4.5 Inference and learning
One of the main usages of Bayesian networks is, based on a newly introduced evi-
dence, to update the probability that a hypothesis may be true.
There are three main inference tasks for Bayesian networks:
4.5.1 Inferring unobserved variables
Because a Bayesian network is a complete model for the variables and their rela-
tionships, it can be used to answer probabilistic queries about them. For example,
the network can be used to nd out updated knowledge of the state of a subset
of variables when other variables (the evidence variables) are observed. This pro-
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cess of computing the posterior distribution of variables given evidences is called
probabilistic inference.
The most common exact inference methods are:
(1) Variable elimination, which eliminates (by integration or summation) the
non-observed non-query variables one by one by distributing the sum over the prod-
uct.
(2) Clique tree propagation, which caches the computation so that many variables
can be queried at one time and new evidence can be propagated quickly.
(3) Recursive conditioning, which allows for a space time tradeo and matches
the eciency of variable elimination when enough space is used. All of these meth-
ods have complexity that is exponential in the network's tree width. The most com-
mon approximate inference algorithms are stochastic MCMC (Markov Chain Monte
Carlo) simulation, mini?bucket elimination that generalizes loopy belief propagation,
and variation methods.
4.5.2 Parameter learning
In order to fully specify the Bayesian network and thus fully represent the joint
probability distribution, it is necessary to specify for each node X the probability
distribution for X conditional upon X 's parents. The distribution of X upon its
parents may have any form. It is common to work with discrete or Gaussian distribu-
tions since that simplies calculations. Sometimes only constraints on a distribution
are known; one can then use the principle of maximum entropy to determine a single
distribution, the one with the greatest entropy given the constraints.
These conditional distributions often include parameters that are unknown and
must be estimated from data, sometimes using the maximum likelihood approach.
Direct maximization of the likelihood (or of the posterior probability) is often com-
plex when there are unobserved variables. A classical approach to this problem is the
expectation maximization algorithm which alternates computing expected values of
the unobserved variables conditional on observed data, with maximizing the com-
plete likelihood (or posterior) assuming that previously computed expected values
are correct. Under mild regularity conditions this process converges to maximum
likelihood (or maximum posterior) values for parameters.
A more fully Bayesian approach to parameters is to treat parameters as addi-
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tional unobserved variables , compute a full posterior distribution over all nodes on
the basis of observed data, and then to integrate out the results. This approach can
be expensive and lead to large dimension models, so in practice classical parameter
setting approaches are more common.
4.5.3 Structure learning
In the simplest case, a Bayesian network is specied by an expert and then used
to perform inference. In other applications the task of dening the network is too
complex for humans. In this case the network structure and the parameters of the
local distributions must be learned from data.
Automatically learning the graph structure of a Bayesian network is a challenge
pursued within machine learning. The basic idea goes back to a recovery algorithm
developed by Rebane and Pearl [20]. The distinction between the three possible
types of adjacent triplets allowed in a directed acyclic graph (DAG) are as follows:
1:X ! Y ! Z
2:X  Y ! Z
3:X ! Y  Z
Type 1 and type 2 represent the same dependencies (X and Z are independent
given Y) and indistinguishable. Type 3, however, can be uniquely identied, since
X and Z are marginally independent and all other pairs are dependent. Thus, while
the skeletons (the graphs stripped of arrows) of these three triplets are identical, the
direction of the arrows is partially identiable.
The same argument is valid when X and Z have common parents, except that
they must rst be conditioned to their parents. Algorithms have been developed to
systematically determine the skeleton of the underlying graph and, then, make up all
arrows whose directions are determined by the observed conditional independencies.
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4.5.4 Building Bayesian Networks
The construction of a Bayesian network involves three major steps:
First, we need decide on the set of relevant variables and their possible values.
Next, we need build the network structure by connecting the variables into a
DAG.
Finally, we need dene the CPT for each network variable.
The last step is the quantitative part of this construction process and can be the
most involved in certain situations.
For the BN building for each kind of scene of soccer video in our research, because
each kind of highlight scene is strongly related with certain kind of shot type, and
each shot boast some key features, so the DAG of each BNs can be determined by
human observation in training stage. Then the CPT will be dened by calculating
the conditional probability between the nodes pairs.
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Chapter 5
Shot Change Detection and Shot
Classication
To realize highlight scene detection in soccer games, the precise boundary of one
scene should be identied in advance. Some main features are extracted by using
the information embedded in MPEG codec directly. These main features are the
basic factors for the shot classication and BNs construction. Under the precise shot
change detection and shot classication, video structure can be precisely classied
into three layers: scene layer, shot layer and evidence layer.
5.1 Shot Change Detection
The shot change detection is the basic step for high-level concept recognition, such
as goal detection. And, the shot change detection is the fundamental task in content-
based analysis and indexing of videos, as it helps us to provide a hierarchical struc-
ture of video and enables the extraction of meaningful highlights from such a struc-
ture.
In general, a shot change is dened to be an image content change between two
consecutive frames. In the standard GOP structure [2], a GOP consists of three
kinds of frame types: I frame, B frame and P frame. Their order is given as follows;
IBBPBBPBBPBBPBB
In I frame, there are only I mode MB. In P frame, there are F mode and I mode
(not compulsory) MBs. In B frame, four MB types exist. Moreover, MB (Macro
Block) [3] can be divided into four types; Intra prediction (I mode) MB, Forward
prediction (F mode) MB, Backward prediction (B mode) MB, and Bidirectional
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prediction (BI mode) MB. These prediction methods are introduced in [3]. For
the sake of high computing speed of further video structure, MBT method [18] is
adapted for shot change detection in our research.
5.1.1 Patterns of Macro-block (MB) types in abrupt tran-
sition
In this thesis, we classify abrupt transition into ve situations (shown in Fig 5.1), and
take MB type information in two consecutive B frames (Bi, Bi+1) into consideration.
We mainly focus on abrupt transitions detections. Five types of abrupt transition
are classied as: (a) scene change occurs before Bi frame, (b) scene change occurs
between Bi and Bi+1 frame, (c) scene change occurs after Bi+1 frame.
Figure 5.1: Shot change position
5.1.2 Relationship between MB types and each kind of abrupt
transition
Detail of ve kinds of shot change are described as follows:
In the case (a), shown in Fig 5.2, plenty of MBs in P frame are I mode since the
P frame is the rst reference frame of new shot. Simultaneously, most MBs of the
two consecutive B frames are B mode because image change exists between I frame
and the following two B frames.
I PB BB B
reference
Backward prediction MB
Forward prediction MB
Intra prediction MBcut point
Figure 5.2: Shot change occurs before Bi frame
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I PB BB B
cut point
Backward prediction MB
Forward prediction MB
Intra prediction MB
reference
reference
Figure 5.3: Shot change occurs between Bi andBi+1 frame
In the case (b), shown as Fig 5.3, many I mode MBs exist in P frame. And most
MBs in Bi frame are F modes, while most of MBs in Bi+1 frame are B modes.
In the case (c), shown as Fig 5.4, Most MBs of the two consecutive B frames are
F mode because they have more similarities to I frame than P frame.
I PB BB B
Backward prediction MB
Forward prediction MB
Intra prediction MB
reference
reference
cut point
Figure 5.4: Shot change occurs after Bi+1 frame
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5.1.3 Processing method
Due to occurrence of abrupt transition at each kind of positions discussed above, the
MB prediction directions are varied. Therefore, the MB types and their proportions
in two consecutive B frames are distinct. Our processing method for detectiing
abrupt transition is as follows:
First, according to distribution of macro-block types in P frame or B frame, we
classify the frames into seven types, and label them from number 0 to 6 (as shown
in Table 5.1).
Then, based on patterns of MB types in abrupt transitions, we make a decision.
For two consecutive B frames Bi and Bi+1, if their frame types belong to a certain
type, a shot change occurs.
Table 5.1: FrameType Decision Rule
FrameType Conditions
?
Number of F mode MB is the largest in B frame
and? 450 > (mbBack +mbInter)
?
Number of F mode MB is the largest in B frame
and? 1150 > (mbBack +mbInter)  450
?
Number of F mode MB is the largest in B frame
and? 450 > (mbBack +mbInter)  1150
?
Number of B mode MB is the largest in B frame
and? 450 > (mbForward+mbInter)
?
Number of B mode MB is the largest in B frame
and? 1150 > (mbForward+mbInter)  450
?
Number of B mode MB is the largest in B frame
and? (mbForward+mbInter)  1150
? Number of I mode MB is the largest in B frame
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5.2 Main features extraction
Most of the semantic analysis methods rely on the low-level evidences in the scene.
Here, we briey describe the methods for calculating the probability of the existence
of the low-level evidence including 16*8 size prediction MB, eld line slope and score
board. The feature extraction process provides low-level evidences based on dierent
media components of soccer game videos. These low-level evidences are essential for
the BN. Here some main features extracting are introduced as follows:
A. 16*8 size Macro-block(reference work [18])
To avoid the time-consuming overhead of frame-by-frame image processing, we
utilize MPEG-2 codec data directly for detecting Up/Long shots. In MPEG video
codec, a practical and widely used method of motion compensation is to compensate
for the movement of rectangular sections or `blocks' of the current frame. In MPEG-
2/4 video compression standards, the 16*8MBs frequently occur especially when the
camera captures a player in close-up and an active motion occurs.
Fig 5.5 shows the 16*8 size MBs occur in Long Shot (the left) and Up Shot (the
right), where the red blocks in Figi 5.5) represent 16*8 MBs. We can clearly see
that, in the right picture, a large number of 16*8 size MBs occur because of the
sharp movements of players. On the other hand, only a few 16*8 size MBs appear
in Long Shot (shown in the left picture of Fig 5.5) because most of the motions in
Long Shots are caused the camerawork movement. By using the information of 16*8
size MBs embedded in MPEG-2 coded, the Up/Long shot can be detected rapidly
from HD video without any image processing approach.
Figure 5.5: The 16*8 MB in Up/Long Shot
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B. Field Line Slope(reference work [18])
The appearance of eld lines in a Long shot view can be used to indicate the
existence of the goal gate. In other words, the appearance of the gate and the ap-
pearance of eld lines are highly correlated. The gate is visible when the players
appear near or within one of the penalty boxes. The information of parallel lines
indicating the penalty box is very useful for the gate detection. Indeed, the infor-
mation of the eld line is more reliable than the information of the goal post from
the video scene, since detection of the goal post may be aected by the cluttered
background noise.
We extract the luminance (Y ) and chrominance (Cb,Cr) from MBs of each I
frame to identify the location of eld lines. Moreover, we utilize the number of AC
components (ACqt) of the luminance (Y ) contained in an MB if an MB has (Y ),
(Cb,Cr), and ACqt satisfying the following inequalities we judge that there is a eld
line in it.
65  Y  235 and 90  Cb  129
105  Cr  130 and 4  ACqt  20
For the Long Shot, in most situations , a camera is shooting from the stand
area. As a result, the touch-line or half-way line which are only in vertical direction
(Shown in Fig 5.6). On the other hand, the Goal line or Penalty line appears in the
scene when the camera is shooting the corner or near the goal area. During these
situations discussed above, these lines are either vertical or oblique. By means of a
method proposed in [18], binary images are transformed directly from the MPEG-2
compressed images, and then eld line is extracted by using the Hough transform.
Fig 5.7 shows an example of the binary image and detected eld line.
Figure 5.6: Extracted touch-line and half-way line
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By extracting the eld line of the ground, the slope can be computed. During
one shot, the slopes of the eld line in the rst GOP and last 3 GOPs are used to
classify the long shot into four kinds: rst goal long shot, last goal long shot, rst
and last goal long shot ,and center long shot.
Figure 5.7: Extracted eld-line
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C. Score Board(reference work [18])
In broadcast sports videos, a scoreboard is very often superimposed in a xed
position on display to indicate status such as team names, the game score, etc. for
viewers . During the progression of soccer games, the time and the score board
always appear, but according to their observation they disappear during a Replay
scene (shown in Fig 5.8). Therefore, by detecting the score board location and the
duration of its disappearing period, it is possible to detect replay scene.
They utilize the DCT coecients and motion vector extracted from MPEG2
codec. If a frame contains an area where no motion vectors occur, and the sum
of the absolute value of DCT coecients in that area exeed a thresholds, which is
recognized as a candidate of score board area. Then, a candidate area for the score
board will be landed to the candidate list when the situation set above is satised
over several consecutive frames. Finally, the candidate list is labeled with color as
detected score board area (shown in Fig 5.9).
Figure 5.8: Score board disappeared during Replay Scene
Figure 5.9: Detected out score board
D. Average Ground Color MB number(reference work [18])
For extracting the ground region, some features are considered by extracting
the code data from MPEG-2, the DC component of chrominance (Cb,Cr) and AC
component of Cr are utilized. By setting a proper color threshold, the ground area
can be extracted out (shows in Fig 5.10, where the white blocks are the ground color
MB).
In the up shot, especially when camera shoots to the spectors, the camera work
motion is very small. As a result, the 16*8 MB information is invalid. Therefore, we
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use the number of average ground color MB, since it is eective only for up shots.
Figure 5.10: Extracted ground region
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5.3 Shot Classication
After the shot change detection, we use some new parameters for shot classication
as follows:
 M
The average number of 16 8 macro blocks of GOPs in a shot
 A
The slope of eld line near goal area in an I frame of the rst GOP of a shot.
 B
The slope of eld line near goal area in an I frame of the last GOP of a shot.
 C
The cut point count in a non-score board scene.
 G
The average number of ground area macro blocks of I frames of last 3 GOP
in a shot
 nGOP
The total number of GOPs in one shot
Based on the shot change detection and main features extraction, six kinds of
shot are dened as follows: (1) center Long Shot, (2) rst goal long shot, (3) last
goal long shot, (4) rst and last goal long shot, (5) up shot, and (6) non-score board
shot. Their characteristics are simply described below.
Center Long shot: A center long shot displays the global view of the game
middle eld as shown in Fig 5.11. It is captured by a camera at a long distance. The
center line is one of the key features in the center long shot. The eld and the scale
of players is small in a center long view. A center long shot is useful for accurate
localization of events in the middle eld.
First Goal Long shot: A rst goal long shot contains the view of the goal
area as shown in Fig 5.12. It is captured by a camera at a long distance. The goal
line is one of the key features in rst goal long shot. The goal line slope under the
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Figure 5.11: Center Long shot
GOP 1 GOP 2 GOP 3
First Goal Long shot
............. GOP n .............
.............
Figure 5.12: First Goal Long shot
condition: 0:2  A  0:6 appears in the rst GOP of a shot. A First Goal Long
shot is useful for accurate localization of events around goal eld.
Last Goal Long shot: A last goal long shot displays the view of the goal area
as shown in Fig 5.13. It is captured by a camera at a long distance. The goal
line is one of the key features in last goal long shot. The goal line slope under the
condition: 0:2  B  0:6 appears in the rst GOP of a shot. A First Goal Long
shot is useful for accurate localization of events around the goal eld.
First and Last Goal Long shot: A rst and last goal long shot displays the
view of the goal area as shown in Fig 5.14. It is captured by a camera at a long
distance. The goal line is one of the key features in the rst and last goal long shot.
The goal line slope under the condition: 0:2  jAj  0:6 and 0:2  B  0:6
appears in the rst and last GOP of one shot. A rst and last goal long shot is
useful for accurate localization of events around the goal eld.
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GOP 1 GOP 2
Last Goal Long shot
............. GOP n 
.............
GOP [n -1]
Figure 5.13: Last Goal Long shot
GOP 1 GOP 2
First and Last Goal Long shot
............. GOP n 
...
GOP [n -1]
......
Figure 5.14: Last Goal Long shot
Figure 5.15: Up shot
Up shot: An up shot usually shows an upper half of the body of one person who
is captured by a close-up camera as shown in Fig 5.15. An up shot often contains
leading players.
Non-Score Board Shot: A replay scene is usually utilized to play back an
interesting or important segment with a slow-motion pattern in broadcast video. It
is often taken as a signicant cue for semantic event detection or summarization.
One important feature is that when the replay appears, the score board disappears
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gradually. Fig 5.16 shows the score board fades out gradually in Non-Score Board
Scene.
Figure 5.16: Non-Score Board Shot
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Chapter 6
Semantic analysis using BN
Bayian Network (BN) is a powerful semantic analysis tool which has been applied to
stochastic modeling the high-level semantic information embedded in the video data.
In various kinds of sports, the high-level semantics is the occurrence of the highlight
events containing specic temporal structures that appear repeatedly. Here, we use
BNs to model the semantic highlights of soccer games such as replay scene and goal
area scenes.
6.1 Three semantic layers of BN of soccer video
To realize highlight detections in soccer games, high-level semantic information em-
bedded in the video is needed. Therefore, three kinds of semantic layers are dened
as follows:
High-level layer: replay scene and goal area scene.
Middle-level layer: which consists of the center long shot, rst goal long shot
(FGL Shot), last goal long shot (LGL Shot), rst and last goal long shot (FLGL
Shot), up shot and non-score board shot (NSB Shot).
Low-level layer: average number of 16*8MBs, the average number ground
region MBs, eld line slope, score board information, the number of GOPs in a
shot, etc.
Eight kinds of low-level features, are labeled from C0 to C7 for simplify. The
meaning of each featur is described as follows:
C0: The average number of ground area MB of I frames of last 3 GOP in a shot
is more than 3,000.
C1: There is a eld line of the goal area in an I frame of the rst GOP of a shot.
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C2: There are eld lines of the goal area in at least two I frames of the last three
GOPs including the last one of a shot.
C3: C1 and C2 occur simultaneously in a shot.
C4: There is no score board in more than three consecutive shots but it appears
again in the next one.
C5: The score board disappeared consecutively no less than 100 frames in one
shot.
C6: The total number of GOPs in a shot is no less than 30.
C7: : The average number of 16  8 macro blocks of GOPs in a shot is more
than 1400.
The structure of BN layer is shown in Fig6.1.
C0 C1 C7C6
Middle-level Layer 
(Shot Layer)
High-level Layer 
(Scene Layer)
Low-level Layer 
(Evidence Layer)
Figure 6.1: Three layers of BN
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6.2 Training Phase
A training can be categorized into two classes: the qualitative (structural) training
and the quantitative (parameter) training. The qualitative training concerns the
network structure of the model and the quantitative training determines the specic
conditional probabilities.
(1) The qualitative training: Previous shot change detection and shot classica-
tion were prepared for the structure training. One kind of highlight scene consists of
two or three kinds of consecutive shots (shown in Fig 6.2). These shot patterns were
observed in this step; for example, the shot pattern Up Shot? NSB Shot means
that of two consecutive shots, where the former is up shot, the latter is non-score
board shot. These two kinds of shots were observed for the replay scene. Each kind
of shots has certain main feature. For example, in the up shot: C0 and C7 often
appear. The NSB Shot (Non-Score Board Shot) is related to both of: C4 and C6.
(2) The quantitative training: In the quantitative training, some dependence
between nodes and the occurrence possibility of each node in the network are cal-
culated. The training procedure can be divided into two steps as follows:
Step 1:
In this step, we compute all the conditional probabilities associated with nodes in
the high-level nodes and the middle-level, shown in Fig 6.2. If a joint event occurs
in the two levels, only an appearance of the high-level node should be counted. For
example, the conditional probability of an up shot, under the condition that a replay
scene occurs, can be calculated as lows:
P (Up Shot = TruejReplay Scene = True)
= P (Replay Scene = True; Up Shot = True)=P (Replay Scene = True)
Step 2:
In this step, the conditional probability of the existing edges between the feature
and shots will be calculated. It is carried out for each pair of nodes between the
middle-level node and a low-level, shown in Fig 6.2. If the event associated with
these two nodes jointly occur, only an appearance of the middle-level node should be
counted. For example, the conditional probability of feature C7, under the condition
that the up shot happens, can be calculated as:
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P (C7 = TruejUp Shot = True)
= P (Up Shot = True; C7 = True)=P (Up Shot = True)
Replay 
Scene(A)
Up Shot (B)
NSB 
Shot (D)
C0 C7 C4 C6C5
Training step1
Training step2
Figure 6.2: The BN of replay scene
6.3 Experiment for training
In the training step, we have used 10 hours of live-recordings of soccer videos for
training. The purpose of the training are: (1) nd the shot patterns correspond to
each kind of highlight scenes. (2) nd the feature related to each kind of shot, and
(3) learn the CPT of each kind of BNs. Training video data is utilized to construct
DAGs and compute prior probabilities of each highlight scene BN.
6.3.1 The qualitative training:
Shot pattern training for one kind of scene
Previous shot change detection and shot classication are contribute to the shot
pattern training. From 10 hours video training data, ve kinds of shot patterns are
observed as follows:
(1) The shot pattern of Replay Scene :
Shot pattern : Up Shot! NSB Shot, correspond to the Replay Scene
It indicates that when a replay scene happen, an Up Shot happens at rst, and
an NSB Shot will happen consecutively.
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(2) The shot pattern of Goal Area Scene:
Shot pattern 3 5 : Up Shot! FGL Shot, correspond to the Goal area Scene3 5
Shot pattern 5 3 : FGL Shot! Up Shot, correspond to the Goal area Scene5 3
Shot pattern 5 4: Up Shot! FLGL Shot, correspond to theGoal area Scene5 4
Shot pattern 4 5: FLGL Shot! Up Shot, correspond to theGoal area Scene4 5
Four shot patterns above are dierent, and each of shot pattern correspond to
one kind of goal area scene. Taking the shot pattern: Up Shot ! FGL Shot
for example, it means that when an Up Shot happen , and then a First Goal
Long Shot (FGL Shot) happen consecutively, this kind of shot pet tern is de-
ned as Goal area Scene3 5. The dierence between Up Shot ! FGL Shot and
FGL Shot! Up Shot is that which shot occur at rst.
In training data, the count of each kind of highlight scene happen and their
proportions are shown in the Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Five kinds of scene and their proportions
Scene Type
Replay
Scene
Goal area
Scene5 4
Goal area
Scene4 5
Goal area
Scene5 3
Goal area
Scene3 5 Total
Total count 86 56 28 12 7 189
Probability 45.50% 29.63% 14.81% 6.35% 3.70% 1
Because each kind of shots has special features, the shot and it related features
are list as following Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: The features related with each kind of shot judge
Shot
Type
Center
Long Shot
FGL
Shot
LGL
Shot
FLGL
Shot
Up
Shot NSB Shot
Shot
label 1 2 3 4 5 6
Related
Features C0 C7 C1 C2 C3 C1 C2 C3 C1 C2 C3 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
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6.3.2 The quantitative training:
In quantitative training, the dependence between the nodes and the occurrence
possibility of each node in the network will be determined. Nodes are the graphical
representation of the evidence of the events in the video which are usually termed
as variables or states. For example, the CPT of the Goal area Scene5 4 are learned
from training data as shown in Fig 6.3.
Some kinds of BNs for each highlight scene are shown in Fig 6.4.
Figure 6.3: CPT of Goal area Scene5 4
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Goal area Scene4_5
FLGL_Shot Up_Shot
C1 C2 C0 C7C3
Goal area Scene5_4
FLGL_ShotUp_Shot
C1 C2C0 C7 C3
Goal area Scene3_5
LGL_Shot Up_Shot
C1 C2 C0 C7C3
Goal area Scene5_3
LGL_ShotUp_Shot
C1 C2C0 C7 C3
Figure 6.4: Four kinds of BNs associated with the goal area scene
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6.4 Computing posterior probability
The inference can be performed using various algorithms such as expectation max-
imization variational algorithms [14], belief propagation [17], Markov Chain Monte
Carlo [14], particle lter [16], etc. In our research, we have customized the appli-
cation for soccer video sequences and used Variable Elimination algorithm [14] for
inference. We present here one of the simplest inference algorithms for our research,
which is based on the principle of variable elimination. Our goal here is restricted
to computing the probability of marginal distributions under the assumption that
some evidences are given in advance.
6.4.1 Factors
Before we discuss the method of variable elimination in our BN, we rst need to
discuss its central component: a factor. A factor f is a function over a set of
variables, that maps each instantiation x of the random variables X to a non-
negative number, can be written as f(x) [14]. For example, the probabilities in Fig
6.2,
f(A) = P (A); f(A;B;D) = P (BjA)P (DjA)P (A)
To calculate probabilities in a BN, usually start with factors that represent con-
ditional probabilities and end up with factors that represent marginal probabilities.
6.4.2 Elimination as a basis of inference
The Variable Elimination algorithm provides pseudo a code for computing the
marginal probability over some variables Q in a Bayesian network based on the
previous elimination method. The algorithm takes a value of Q, instantiations e
and an elimination order  of remaining variables as input of a Bayesian network
N . (1) is the rst variable, (2) is the second variable, and so on.
The algorithm runs reputedly for each variable (i) in the order, to pick up all
factors that contain variable (i), and to multiplies them to yield factor f , in which
variable (i) is summed out, and nally replacing factors by factor (i)f . When
all variables in the order  are eliminated, we end up with a set of factors over
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variables Q. Multiplying these factors gives the answer to our query; that is, the
joint marginal Pr(Q; e).
The method of variable elimination [14] can be extended to compute a jointly
marginal probability if we start by zeroing out those rows in the joint probability
distribution that are inconsistent with instantiations e.
Algorithm 1 Variable Elimination N , Q, e, 
Input:
N : Bayesian network
Q: variables in network N
e: instantiation of some variables in network N
: an ordering of network variables not in Q
Output:
The joint marginal Pr(Q; e);
Main
1: S  f e: is CPT of network N
2: for i = 1 to length of order  do
3: S  Qk fk, where fk belong to S and mentions variable (i)
4: fk  
P
(i) f
5: replace all factors fk in S by factor fi
6: end for
7: return
Q
f2S f ;
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6.4.3 An example of Elimination Variable for inference
One simple example of the Variable Elimination works as follow:
Figure 6.5: A Bayesian Network
Let us consider an example with respect to the Bayesian network in Fig 6.5. Our
goal here is to compute the prior marginal on variable C, Pr(C), by rst eliminating
variable A and then B. There are two factors that mention variable A, A and
BjA. We must multiply these factors rst and then sum out variable A from the
resulting factor. Multiplying A and BjA, shown in Table 6.3,
Table 6.3: The CPT of ABjA
A B ABjA
ture ture 0.54
ture false 0.6
false ture 0.6
false false 0.6
Summing out variable A, shown in Table 6.4,
Table 6.4: The CPT of AABjA
B AABjA
ture 0.62 = 0.54 + 0.08
false 0.38 = 0.06 +0.32
We now have two factors, AABjA and CjB, and we want to eliminate vari-
able B. Since B appears in both factors, we must multiply them rst and then sum
out B from the result, shown in Table Table 6.5,
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Table 6.5: The CPT of CjBAABjA
B C CjBAABjA
ture ture 0.186
ture false 0.434
false ture 0.190
false false 0.190
Summing out B and C respectively from Table 6.5, we get the nal result shown
in Table 6.6,
Table 6.6: The CPT of BCjBAABjA
C BCjBAABjA
ture 0.376
false 0.624
This factor is then the prior marginal for variable C, Pr(C). Therefore, according
to the Bayesian network in Fig 6.5, the probability of C = true is 0.376 and the
probability of C = false is 0.624.
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Chapter 7
Experiments
In the training phase, four video games (360min) are used to generate BNs for
highlight scenes. In the testing experiments, we have tested 360 min video sequences
from four soccer programs. The proposed algorithm is evaluated by using four
MPEG-2 soccer videos. The video resolution is 1440? 1080 resolution and played
back in 29.97 frames per second for each detection evaluation.
7.1 The pre-experiment : Shot Change Detection
The Shot change detection is the fundamental task in content-based analysis and
indexing of videos, as it helps us to provide a hierarchical structure of video and
enables the extraction of meaningful highlights from such a structure.
Two metrics are dened to describe the shot change detection accuracy; the
recall and precision. The recall is dened to be the ratio of the number of correct
detections and missed detections, and the precision is dened to be the ratio of the
number of correct detections to both correct detection and false detection. That is,
the recall and the precision are given by:
Recall =
CDC
CC
 100
Precision =
CDC
ADC
 100
Here, CDC denotes the number of correct detections, CC denotes the number of
existing shot changes, ADC denotes the number of all detections.
The experiment result, Table 7.1 shows that it is suitable to use MB type infor-
mation to detect shot change, which is a benet for the shot classication and video
structure further head, and strongly contribute to our BN construction.
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Table 7.1: Shot change detection result accuracy
CC CDC ADC NDC FDC Recall Precision
Soccer 1 427 411 445 16 34 96.3% 92.4%
Soccer 2 300 294 306 6 12 98.0% 96.1%
Soccer 3 676 602 620 74 18 89.1% 97.1%
Soccer 4 208 182 206 26 24 87.5% 88.3%
Total of four soccer 1611 1489 1577 122 88 92.4% 94.4%
7.2 Scene detection accuracy
Two kinds of highlight scene detection are carried out in scene detection stage. The
replay scene and goal area scene. The BN of the replay scene shown in Fig 6.2. Four
kinds of BN correspond to the goal area scene are shown in Fig 6.4.
Some other metrics are dened to describe the scene detection accuracy. They
are correct scene (CS), correct detected scene (CDS), all detected scene (ADS), not
detected scene (NDS), and false detected scene (FDS). For simplicity, we denote
CS the number of already known scenes, CDS as the number of all correct detection,
and ADS as the number of all detections, NDS as the number of miss detections and
FDS as the number of false detections. Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 show the result of
recall and precision of replay scenes and goal area scenes. The evaluation of recall
and the precision are given by:
Recall =
CDS
CS
 100
Precision =
CDS
ADS
 100
Table 7.2: Result of replay scene detection
CS CDS ADS NDS FDS Recall Precision
Soccer 1 52 45 54 7 9 83.33% 86.54%
Soccer 2 40 39 48 1 6 86.67% 97.50%
Soccer 3 41 38 49 3 11 75.55% 92.68%
Soccer 4 42 40 52 2 12 76.92% 95.24%
Total 175 162 200 13 38 81.00% 92.57%
The performances of scene detection are shown in Table 7.2 and Table 7.3. We
observed 81.00% recall and high 92.57% precision for replay scene; high 90.76%
recall and 86.17% precision for goal area scene.
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Table 7.3: Result of goal area scene detection
CS CDS ADS NDS FDS Recall Precision
Soccer 1 83 69 76 14 7 83.13% 90.79%
Soccer 2 102 89 95 13 6 87.25% 93.68%
Soccer 3 108 92 104 16 12 85.19% 88.46%
Soccer 4 83 74 82 9 8 89.16% 90.24%
Total 376 324 357 52 33 86.17% 90.76%
We analyze the reason thy the low performance of precision are obtained in
replay scene. From the false detection result, we nd some shot patterns associate
with the replay scene are abnormal, these shot patterns are listed as follows:
In the false detection shot pattern, neither of the shots matches the key shot
type (Up Shot or NSB Shot), these shot patterns include:
Shot pattern 3 1: First, the LGL Shot occur, then the Center Long Shot occur
Shot pattern 4 2: First, the FLGL Shot occur, then the FGL Shot occur
Shot pattern 3 4: First, the LGL Shot occur, then the FLGL Shot occur
Shot pattern 4 4: First, the FLGL Shot occur, then the FLGL Shot occur
According to our investigation on the features of each shot type in these shot
patterns when false detection happen, we note that the second shot in the shot
patterns above has the same characteristic: the state of feature C4 equals 1. It
means that the score board in these shot disappears for quite a long period. Then
by checking the video of the false detection period, we found that although the score
board disappear, the replay shot did not happen. We think this is one of the reason
of the false detection for replay scene.
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7.3 Scene detection result comparison
Here, we compare our experimental results with reference work [4] and [18] to illus-
trate our system performance.
1. Result comparison with reference work [4]
In the work [4], their system is frame-based events detection. They have tested
their algorithms based on a data set of seven soccer video games for more than 11
hours. The format of their video source is MPEG-1 clips in 320 ? 240 resolution
at 30 frames/s. Two kinds of events are detected in their system, the goal events
and corner events. However, in our system, we dene these two kinds of highlight
events as goal area scene since the goal events and the corner events must happen
near the goal area.
Table 7.4 and 7.5 show the statistics of the experiment results of goal event
detection and corner event detection.
Table 7.4: Result of Goal Event Detection
Video1 Video2 Video3 Video4 Video5 Video6 Video7 All
Detected 31 40 36 34 28 28 39 236
False 5 8 9 5 8 5 11 51
Missed 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2
Recall 96.9% 100% 97.3% 100% 100% 100% 100% 99.2%
Precision 86.1% 83.3% 80.0% 87.2% 77.8% 84.8% 78.0% 82.2%
Table 7.5: Result of Corner Event Detection
Video1 Video2 Video3 Video4 Video5 Video6 Video7 All
Detected 23 18 20 21 18 21 24 145
False 9 7 7 8 9 7 12 59
Missed 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 10
Recall 95.8% 90.0% 87.0% 95.5% 94.7% 95.5% 96.0% 93.5%
Precision 71.9% 72.0% 74.1% 72.4% 66.7% 75.0% 66.7% 71.1%
From the result, we can see that they achieved average recall rate 99.2% and
average precision rate 82.2% of goal event detection; average recall rate 93.5% and
average precision rate 71.1% of corner event detection. Compared with our goal area
scene detection result shown in Table 7.3, although the average recall rate 86.17%
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of our result is not better than them, our average precision rate 90.76% is better
than them. Besides, their experiment video source is MPEG-1 clips in 320 ? 240
resolution, while our system is carried on high-denition(1440? 1080 resolution)
video.
2. Result comparison with reference work [18]
In the work [18], their system is a shot-based event detection. They tested their
algorithms based on a data set of four soccer video games for more than 5 hours.
The video source is MPEG-2 clips in 1440? 1080 resolution at 30 frames/s. They
utilize the pattern matching method to detect highlight scene. They classify the
shot into seven kinds, and label the video sequences with each kind of shot type.
Shot patterns are detected from the video sequence, and the highlight scene will be
detected. The goal area scene detection result are shown in Table 7.6.
Table 7.6: Result of goal area scene detection by Pattern Matching method
Video CS CDS ADS NDS FDS Recall Precision
Soccer 1 89 67 81 22 14 77.2% 82.7%
Soccer 2 57 45 48 12 3 78.9% 93.8%
Soccer 3 120 78 84 42 6 65.0% 92.9%
Soccer 4 42 29 31 13 3 69.0% 93.5%
Total 308 219 244 89 26 71.1% 89.8%
From the result, we can see that they achieved average recall rate 71.1% and
average precision rate 89.8% of goal area scene detection. Compared with our goal
area scene detection result shown in Table 7.3, both of the average recall rate 86.17%
and average precision rate 90.76% is better than them, especially we increase about
15% in average recall rate.
Compared with reference work [4], both of us utilize the BN to soccer video
semantic analysis, we achieve better average precision rate but lower average recall
rate. The reason of the recall rate is not better than reference work [4] is because
(1) fewer key features are extracted for BN building in our research, except for the
image features, some important identical features are extracted in reference work
[4] , for example, the audio energy which is strongly related with the goal scene.
(2) compared with complex image processing in pixel domain of reference work
[4], feature extraction in our approach is based on MPEG domain, therefore some
features detection may fail. We achieve better average precision rate because several
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features are used for hidden-node which is more reliable and precise than use a single
feature in reference work [4] .
Compared with reference work [18], both of us utilize the shot based soccer
video semantic analysis, we increase both of the average recall rate and average
precision rate, especially about 15% up in average recall rate , this is because unlike
detect some shot patterns in their approach, we compute the probability of each
shot pattern occur, this can reduce the miss detect of some shot patterns which are
rarely occur in a low probability.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
We have proposed a video program understanding system. By our structure, we are
primarily concerned with a temporal sequence of the high-level concepts, namely
two kinds of events: replay scene and goal area scene. In the middle-level layer, six
kinds of meaningful content shots are classied. In the low-level layer, some eective
features are arranged. Given a video in a specic domain, we aim to extract the
low-level features and interpret the input video in terms of high-level concepts.
The contribution of this research are:
(1) A certain shot classication is carried out after accurate shot change detec-
tion, which is powerful for the semantic analysis of highlight scene.
(2) The amount of computing time for extracting and managing necessary in-
formation from MPEG codec directly is signicantly less than that for extracting
features from each frame, and thus, our scheme makes it possible to analyze high-
denition (1440? 1080 resolution) soccer video in real-time.
The algorithms leaves much room for improvement and extension:
(1) There are other relevant low-level features that might provide complementary
information and may help improve performance, such as camera motion, audio. etc;
(2) Other kinds of highlight scenes, such as object detectors, goal and whistle
detection, can be integrated;
(3) Models that are more general and more capable for capturing interactions
and temporal evolvement of features and scenes.
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